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ABSTRACT 
This research examines two new methods to numerically model linear field 
equations with spatially varying coefficients, with a particular focus on the acoustic 
velocity potential equation. The methods are based on a new field discretization 
technique, Green's function discretization (GFD), which was primarily developed to 
model the Hehnholtz equation for frequency domain acoustics problems in homogeneous 
media. GFD can be used to model acoustics in inhomogeneous media by assuming 
constant media properties across each computational stencil. The methods presented 
herein correct GFD for variations in the media across each stencil in two distinct ways: 
via a Fredholm volume integral, and by a particular solution to a perturbation expansion. 
To evaluate these methods, boundary value problem test cases have been numerically 
evaluated to determine gains in accuracy in one and two dimensions. The results 
demonstrate that the ability of GFD to model the effects of an inhomogeneous medium 
on acoustics can be significantly increased using corrections factors computed from these 
new methods. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
a Denotes a vector 
a; Denotes ith component of vector a (tensor notation) 
aii Denotes ith row and j th column of matrix A 
a; Denotes ith row and t column of pseudo-inverse matrix A 
B; Spatially varying tensor coefficient of the acoustic velocity potential equation's 
gradient term 
C Spatially varying coefficient in the acoustic velocity potential equation 
c Speed of sound 
ck Plane wave coefficient 
G Infinite space Green's function 
H Sum of a Green's function and inhomogeneous media correction factors 
H Perturbation size parameter 
J0 Bessel function of first kind, order 0 
JI Bessel function of first kind, order 1 
k Reduced frequency ((&)Uc) 
L Length parameter 
viii 
M Mach number 
M; Spatially varying Mach vector ( [velocity vector] / [speed of sound] 
fl Unit vector perpendicular from a surface (normal) 
qlti Plane wave frequency term that accounts for locally constant steady flow 
coefficient terms 
P Polynomial that models variation of steady flow variables across computational 
stencil 
p Coefficients of polynomial P 
p Pressure 
R Polynomial used to form a particular solution to the acoustic velocity potential 
equation with a P polynomial forcing function 
f Coefficients of polynomial R 
r Amplitude of the acoustic potential 
s Entropy 
t Time variable 
vk; Unit vector (k unit vectors with j components) 
x,y ,z Spatial coordinates 
v Velocity vector 
8 Phase of the acoustic potential 
e Perturbation parameter 
cf> Acoustic velocity potential 
ix 
p Density 
o Single layer potential source strength 
Angular frequency (radians/time) 
w Vorticity vector 
X 
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
A VPE Acoustic Velocity Potential Equation 
BEM Boundary Element Method 
GFD Green's Function Discretization 
PDE Partial Differential Equation 




Noise pollution regulations and competition between manufacturers are driving 
engineers to develop products with noise minimization as part of the design iteration loop. 
From automobiles to aircraft engines, manufacturers are attempting to gain a competitive 
edge by making their products as quiet as possible, or at least quiet enough to meet 
government ordinances. Following a trend set by structural analysis, computational 
acoustics codes are being applied in the design loop to reduce the number of experimental 
design analyses. This dissertation presents a new numerical method, based on 
fundamental acoustics principles, which has the potential to dramatically accelerate the 
design iteration process. 
Sound propagation is mathematically modeled using the wave equation: 
(1) 
cl> is the acoustic potential and c is the speed of sound. If a noise is dominated by 
particular frequencies, a practical mathematical model can be obtained by Fourier-
d~composition. The wave equation is reduced to the Helmholtz equation by assuming 
harmonic time (t) variation Ci = 4,e1w1): 
(2) 
The noise's spatial attributes are then determined by solving the Helmholtz equation over 
the region of noise emission for each discrete frequency ( <i>) of interest. Analytical 
solutions are only available for simple geometries, so a numerical solution is generally 
required. To reduce potentially long computation times, it is necessary to choose the 
"best" numerical technique to solve the problem. For this study, the "best" method must 
be both accurate and fast: reduce one criterion and the method can be quickly rendered 
useless by the complexity of the problem. 
The boundary element method (BEM) is a potential option for problems without 
variations in the acoustic media. However, when the acoustic medium changes, as when 
a steady flow field is present or thermodynamic properties vary spatially, a field 
discretization is required. There are two inherent problems with field discretizations: 
second order methods require ten computational nodes per wavelength per dimension to 
accurately resolve the acoustics (higher order methods claim 6-8 nodes / wave / 
dimension), and they require that the computational domain be extended into the far-field 
to prevent acoustic energy from being reflected back into the computational domain. In 
multiple dimensions, these requirements result in lengthy computation times, dominated 
by the solution of large banded matrices. Accordingly, frequency domain acoustics 
computations have been generally limited to only two dimensions. 
To alleviate these computational requirements, a new numerical technique. the 
Green's function discretization (GFD) method, has been developed to provide a radiation 
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boundary condition that allows acoustic energy to exit the domain in the near field, 
drastically reducing the overall size of the computational domain [t]. When GFD is 
applied to the interior discretizing process, the resulting solution is quite accurate using 
fewer than three computational nodes per wavelength per dimension [2]. Since the 
computational effort required to solve an implicit system of equations with n nodes per 
dimension is O(n4) in two dimensions, and O(n7) in three dimensions, significantly 
reducing the number of nodes per dimension results in an exponential time savings (4). 
While GFD is not a tool that can accelerate the solution of every computational problem, 
it can, when used appropriately, make previously intractable problems manageable. This 
dissertation wilt focus on applications that cannot be solved using boundary element 
methods: multi-dimensional inhomogeneous acoustic medium problems involving the 
variable coefficient Helmholtz equation. The medium will be assumed to have continuous 
properties (i.e. continuous variable coefficients). 
I. I Background 
The underlying reason for the success of the Green's function discretization can 
be summed up in the following quote by Pierce [3]: 
". .. there is some historical precedent to believe that any scheme 
that incorporates more of the basic physical understanding of how waves 
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propagate should have some intrinsic advantages over one based on brute 
force." 
As a wave propagates, its amplitude and phase vary continuously as it travels through 
space, as do most of the wave's spatial derivatives. Numerical schemes which assume 
some form of Taylor series "truncation error" of higher order terms, or approximate the 
wave's shape using polynomial functions, require a dense mesh to model the wave's 
constantly changing shape. GFD has been derived strictly from boundary integral 
equations, which take into account the full nature of wave propagation. The GFD process 
utilizes locally exact solutions with a formal truncation error of zero, and the result has 
been the development a new dispersionless numerical method. 
GFD was first implemented as a near-field radiation boundary condition by 
Raviprakash [ 1] to model noise propagation from a turbofan engine inlet. The interior 
field equations were approximated by a finite volume discretization. By allowing the 
noise to radiate from the near-field, the size of the computational domain was 
dramatically reduced without compromising the solution or introducing any non-physical 
computational tricks. 
The multi-dimensional application of GFD to the interior of the computational 
domain was explored by French [2], propelled by the fact that the 1-D application of GFD 
is exact. The results demonstrated that the method was uncommonly accurate with three 
computational nodes per wave in 2-D. At this time, the effective limit of the method was 
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observed by Engels I to be the resonant frequency of the local stencil. A complete 
documentation of the GFD method for the Helmholtz equation, which includes an 
extension of the method for post-solution interpolation, is given by Caruthers, French and 
Raviprakash (4), and includes a comparison of the computational work required by the 
BEM and field discretizations. 
A Neumann boundary condition was formulated using GFD, and was used to 
model a 2-D piston in conjunction with a pseudo-3D ring source method by Caruthers and 
Raviprakash (5). This work was followed by a paper by Caruthers, French and 
Raviprakash that elucidated the details for the application of Neumann boundary 
conditions, demonstrated GFD's ability to handle skewed and irregular meshes, and 
presented a new technique for embedding boundaries in Cartesian meshes [6]. 
The first step toward approximating the effects of a spatially varying steady flow 
on the acoustics was to consider the acoustic equation's steady flow coefficients to be 
constant over each stencil [Caruthers, Engels and Raviprakash, 7), yielding a method 
which gave only first order consideration to steady flow variations. This was 
accomplished by using plane waves·instead of Green's functions in multiple dimensions. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to extend the work presented in [7] by identifying and 
examining methods that approximate the second order effects of the steady flow variations 
on the acoustics. 
1UTSI Engineering Science professor 
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1.2. Current Methodology Classification 
Different approximation techniques for dealing with variable coefficient equations 
of the type considered are classified by the non-dimensional reduced frequency parameter, 
k = w Uc. w is the circular frequency in radians/sec, L is the problem's length scale 
(the grid spacing, in this case), and c is the speed of sound. Low frequency ( k2 << 1 ) 
approximations assume that the Helmholtz equation can be approximated by the Laplace 
equation, by interpreting k2 as a perturbation quantity [8, p. 1085]. Conversely, high 
frequency ( k2 >> 1 ) approximations, such as the WKBJ approximation, assume that l/k2 
is the perturbation quantity [8, p. 1092). The case to be dealt with in this dissertation 
assumes that k2 = I. For this case, the frequency parameter cannot be assumed to be a 
perturbation, and a different approach must be taken. Commonly, the local constant 
coefficient solution is used as a starting point to compute higher order _solutions, either 
iteratively (as in Rayleigh-Gans [8, p. 1073 and 9, p. 321]) or by successive terms of a 




DERIVATION AND METHODOLOGY 
This discussion will be directed toward the field of aero-acoustics, although other 
similar applications are available. In aero-acoustics, a steady state flow field is initially 
computed over the region of interest. The acoustics can then be computed taking the 
steady flow into account. When the steady flow field is isentropic and irrotational, the 
acoustic velocity potential equation (A VPE) can be restated to include the flow field 
effects in terms of a Mach vector (.M = vfc, vis the steady flow velocity vector) and the 
reduced frequency (k): 
(3) 
Note that Cartesian tensor notation is invoked, and that the variable coefficients are 
functions of the steady flow fie.Id. The derivation of this equation is presented in 
Appendix A. To generalize this equation, it will be cast in the following form to separate 
the constant and non-constant coefficients: 
(4) 
The Green's function discretization was derived from boundary integral methods, 
and as such is highly accurate for problems with uniform flow. When a spatially varying 
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steady flow field or temperature variations are introduced, the AVPE's coefficients change 
to reflect the effects of the medium variations on the sound waves. GFD's highly 
accurate discretization for homogenous media will be used as a starting point to generate 
discretizations for inhomogeneous media problems. 
An important factor in this transition from homogeneous to inhomogeneous media 
is the observation that GFD can be used to interpolate only within the local computational 
stencil, as the interpolation becomes inaccurate outside the stencil. This implies that only 
the variations in the acoustic medium within the local stencil itself need to be taken into 
account. Variations in the acoustic medium outside the bounds of the local stencil may 
be ignored for each individual discretization. This observation will be used to derive two 
different approximation methods which both yield correction terms for the Green's 
function: a local Fredholm integral, and a local particular solution. 
2.1. Local Fredholm Integral Formulation 
The Fredholm integral modification to a Green's function is derived from a 
rigorous adherence to the original boundary integral formulation of GFD, and results in 
a method referred to as a Rayleigh-Gans approximation [9, p. 321] (a.k.a. Born 
approximation [8, p. 1073]). In this formulation, the AVPE shall be expressed as: 
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To simplify the problem for this fonnulation, M;Mj, B; and C will be assumed to be of 
perturbation size, although in general M;Mj and B; are not. The constant coefficient's free 
field Green's function is determined from the equation: 
(6) 
This derivation follows the original derivation of the Green's function 
discretization. In figure 1, the square region (V1) is a volume covering a computational 
stencil. It is enclosed in surface S1• Surface S1 is enclosed by surface S0, and between 
surface S0 and S1 is a second volume region, V2• The volume outside surface S0 is 
denoted as V3 • Let V0 = V1 U V2 • 
Figure 1. Volumes and surfaces in the Fredholm integral formulation 
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The acoustic potential inside V1 (cl>c) can be interpolated within the square region 
(V 1) using GFD, from knowledge of incoming waves from the neighboring cl>i (j=l-8) 
nodes. Notably, cl>c an be interpolated only within V1; extrapolation into the V2 (and 
V3) volumes using the same 4>1 neighbors becomes quickly inaccurate. We will contain 
the effects of the local inhomogeneous media within V 1 in a Fredholm integral. 
The formal derivation begins with Green's Identity: 
(7) 
The d subscript refers to the function dependence on a "dummy" variable that is used in 
the integration. This equation is true for each volume (V 0, V 1, V 2, V 3) and its bordering 
surfaces. 
(8) 
Substituting equation 8 into equation 7: 
(9) 
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Let 4>1 = cl>(X:,), and 4>2 = G(x:,;x). These two variables come from the A VPE and 
Green's function equation, given in equations 5 and 6, which can be rearranged as: 
Substitute equations 10 and 11 into equation 9: 
f (4>(xd)[-k2G(xj,X) - ~(X:,-i)] 
- G(x;xl[- k24>(¼) + M'1/~,;}xd) - B;<l>,;C¼> - Ccl>(xd)])dvd <12) 
= f fidt<t>(x)Vfl(xj,X) - G(x;xjVJl>(X4))dS4 
Simplifying, 
-f (4>(¼)(>(¼-X) + G(x;x)[M'11<t>,u<x) - B,4>,,(X4) - C4>(x4)])dV4 
= J fl4fcl>(x4)Vfl(x:,;x) - G(x:,;x)VJl>(x))dSd 
(13) 
Equation 13 is true for each volume and its bounding surf aces in figure 1. This 
form accounts for the inhomogeneous media regions via a Fredholm integral of the 
second kind. Compute the volume integral over region V 0, and choose x e V0 • The 
dummy variable subscript is replaced by the number corresponding to the volume over 
which the integration is conducted: 
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ct,(i) + f G(i0;i)[M,Vicl>,u(io) - B,cl>,/io) - Cct,(io))dV0 
= -f fl014>(.io)V0G(.i0;i) - G(.i0;i)V04>(io))dSo, .i E V0 
Split the volume integral into two portions: 
cl>(i) + J G(x.;i)[M,Vp,u(x.> - Bicl>,;(i'I) - C4>(.i1))dV1 
(14) 
+ J G(.i2;i)[M#14>,u(.i2) - B,cl>,,(.i2) - C4>(.i'2))dV2 (15) 
= -J flo 14>(.io)VoG(.iii;i) - G(x"o;i)Vocl>(fo))dSo, .i' E Vo 
We are trying to approximate local variations in the media within the stencil 
region by computing the discretization for a node inside the square volume (V1) as a 
function of the neighboring stencil nodes on the boundary of the square volume (S1). 
Variations in the media outside S1 (ie. in V2) are not local, and their effects will be taken 
into account by other stencils, so the volume integral containing their effects may be set 
to zero without loss of generality: 
ct,(i) + f G(i1;i)[M,Vp,u(.i1) - B1cl>,1(.i'1) - Cct,(.i'1))dV1 
= -f "o fcl>(.i'o)VoG(i'o;i) - G(.i'o;i)Vocl>(.io)JdSo• .i E V1 
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(16) 
To simplify the surface integral, consider the integrating equation 13 over V3, with 
i E VI: 
0 + f G(i3~[M,M~,ii~ - B;cl>,1(i 3) - Ccl>(i3))dV3 
= -f n31ct>(~)V3G(i3~ - G(i3~V3cl>(i3))dSo 
(17) 
In this formulation, 4>(i3) in the exterior region (V 3) can be chosen to simplify the 
problem because it is outside the domain of the variable of interest (i E V1 ). Set the 
steady flow variation in V3 to O (eliminate the volume integral): 
(18) 
The surfaces in equation 16 and equation 18 are identical, and these two 
independent equations may be summed: 
cl>(i) + f G(i1~[M,M,~./x1> - B,4>,;(XI) - C4>(x1))dV1 
= - f flo t4>(io)V0G(fo~ - G(i0~V 04>(io))dS0 (19) 
-J fl31c1>(x3)V3G(~~ - G(i3;.tJV34>(i3) JdSo• X E v, 
13 
4>(i) + f G(i 1;i)[M#}l>,1i 1) - Bi4>,i(i1) - Ccl>(i1))dV1 
= - J fl0 l cl>(io)V0G(i~") - G(i0;i)V04,(io))dS0 
+ f flo f cl>(i3)V3G(i'3;i) - G(i'3;i)V34>(i3))dSo, i' E Vt 
(20) 
The acoustic velocity potential 4,(i'o) in V0 is not related to cl>(i3) in V3• To 
highlight this distinction, set cl>(ij) = cl>£ (E for exterior), but use the dummy variablei 0 
to combine the surf ace integrals. The infinite space Green's functions are identical for 
all volumes. 
cl>(i) + f G(i 1;i)[M# 1cl>.y(i1) - B14>,1(i 1) - C4>(i1))dV1 (21) 
= J no l (cl>/.fo) - cl>(io))VoGCio;i) - G(i'o;i)(Vocl>/io) - Vocl>(i'o)))dSo, i' € v, 
Again, the exterior field problem is separate from the interior, and 4>£ or Vcl>E may be 
chosen on S0 as a boundary condition for the exterior problem. Select cl>£ = 4> on the 
boundary: 
cl>(i) + J G(x,;i)[M;M,cl>,q<x.> - B,4>,,<x1) - C4>(i1>)dV1 
= J G(io;i)fia fo4>(io) - Vocl>E)dSo, i E v. 
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(22) 
The difference in the nonnal derivative tenns is the strength of a single layer potential, 
which will be denoted as o : 
cl>(i') + f G(.i1;i)[M,MJl>,u(.i1) - B;cl>,,(.i1) - C~(.i1))'W1 
= f G(io;i)o(.icJdSo, .i E vl 
(23) 
To numerically evaluate the integrals, discretize the surface S0, as in figure 2. 
0 0 





0 ~4 ~ 0 ~ 
0 SI 0 
0 ~5 0 
0 "i 0 





0 0 0 0 
0 
Figure 2. Discretized single layer potential on surf ace S0 
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Approximate the area about each single layer potential node as Ak, and break the 
volume integral into small blocks of size V1c: 
t(i) + E G(xk;x)[M,Mj4>,v<xk> - B;4>,;(xk> - Ct<i'.t>]V .. 
.t 
(24) 
= E G(xi;x)a(x;)A; 
I 
The area A1c an be absorbed into the single layer potential variable. Let a(x1) = o(x1)A;: 
t(i) + E G(xk;x)[M,M}l>,v<xk) - B;4>,;(xk> - Ct(x,)]Vk 
" (25) 
= E G(x;;i)o(x;) 
i 
Use a summation notation in which all repeated indicies are summed. Note that the 
spatial vector dependencies are identified by subscripts, that 4> will be positioned at ~: 
(26) 
The acoustic potential 4> inside the discretized Fredholm volume integral can be 
approximated by the first order GFD solution for 4>: 
(27) 
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Implementing this approximation into equation 26: 




; represents a corrected Green's function. 
Following the normal GFD procedure [4] using this new function, in which the 
interpolated node at ic (ic e V1) is determined as a function of its stencil neighbors at 
locations i; (j=l, # of stencil neighbors) on S 1, and using i o's on surface S0 (see figure 
2): 
t, = Efio, 
tc = Ecioi 
17 
(31) 
To model a smooth function of a on surface S0, choose i > j. Find the least-nonn 
least-squares solution for a, by computing the pseudo-inverse of E;, using singular value 
decomposition (SVD): 
a, = E;ct>J 
4>c "' E~ucf>; 
(32) 
The volume integrals need to be evaluated only over the domain of the local 
computational stencil. In 1-D, these integrals can often be analytically computed if a 
functional form for the variation is given, while 2-D and 3-D computations require that 
the volume integral be computed numerically. The Fredholm integral's Green's function 
must be the correctly weighted free field Green's function, because it has local integrable 
singularities that have a significant effect on the overall integration. In contrast, the 
Green's function associated with the 1st order solution can be a locally valid function that 
satisfies the homogeneous PDE, such as a plane wave or non-singular Bessel function. 
While it should be noted that it is possible to analytically extend this method to 
higher order approximations in 1-D, it is the purpose of this dissertation to identify 
options that work in multiple dimensions. In addition, this particular Fredholm integral 
formulation is not desirable for solving general aero-acoustics problems, especially for 
situations in which the Mach number cannot be considered a perturbation. If the A VPE 
is spatially transformed back into the Helmholtz equation, then variations in MiM; and Bi 
across the stencil can be presumed to be perturbations, instead of assuming MiMi and B; 
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to be perturbations. Nevertheless, the current fonnulation does provides improved results 
for perturbations to the frequency parameter (k), and thus is useful for detennining the 
accuracy of other methods. 
2.2. Second Order Perturbation Expansion Method 
Local plane wave solutions were used in [7] to obtain a first order accurate 
solution to equation 3. The approach is extended here to second order by finding 
particular solutions to the second order equations of the fonnal perturbation expansion. 
The acoustic potential will be expanded as the sum of the first order constant 
coefficient acoustic potential ( c1>0 ) which includes constant flow gradient tenns, plus terms 
of higher order: 
(33) 
The variable coefficient acoustic velocity potential equation is rewritten in the 
form, 
[~v - MiMjJcl>•v + B;cl>,; + K2cl> = 0 
B, = -2(Mf11,1 + iM/c] 
K2 = k2 - iMr r•J 
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(34) 
The A VPE's coefficients will be expressed as a constant plus a spatially varying 
part. The constant coefficient terms are the values of the variable coefficients at the 
location of the node to be discretized (at location .f0), while the varying portion is zero 
at the discretized node: 
M,Mi "" (MIJ}°(.io) + r.(M,M/(x) 
B, = B1°(io) + eB/(x) 
K2 = (K2)o(io) + e(K2)'(i) 
(35) 
Substituting these terms into equation 34, and collecting like sums in terms of e yields 
(see Appendix B for the complete derivation): 
[~11 - (M,M/]<l>\1 + B;olf>\ + (K2)0,f>" 
,,,, (M,M/lf>"-1,
11 
_ B/lf>"-1 _ (K2)11f>"-1 
(36) 
(37) 
As solutions to the first equation have already been presented in [7], corrections using the 
second equation will be sought, with n= 1. One exact solution to equation 36 is: 
(38) 
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no sum on k (39) 
The unit vector vk; is rotated k times to simulate the asymptotic effect of a surface of free 
field Green's functions from a great distance. Substitute this exact solution to the 
constant coefficient solution into the right hand side of equation 37 (n=l): 
[~u - (M,M/]4>1., + B,o4>1.; + (K2)°4>l 
= [-(M,M/q1cll1r1 + iq,IJ/ - (K2)1]c1e -;q,,,x,, 
(40) 
no sum on k 
The term in brackets is a scalar quantity for each k, and varies in value across the stencil 
from O at the interpolated node. It is possible to express this quantity as a spatial 
polynomial function, P(x;). 
A particular solution to account for the right-hand side's polynomial-exponential function 
shall be sought in the form: 
(42) 
Note that the left hand side of equation 4l's homogeneous solution for 4>1 is the 
same as for 4>0 • This implies that if P's highest order polynomial term is n, R will have 
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to contain polynomial terms of order n+ 1. Once P is selected, the R's polynomial 
coefficients will be determined by the method of undetermined coefficients. 
The form of P is arbitrary, and two means of computing the polynomial have been 
examined: 
1) An n-dimensional quadratic Lagrangian polynomial is used to generate a 
continuous function that takes into account the flow field at each stencil 
node. 
2) The 2nd order steady flow terms are approximated by a Taylor series 
expansion centered at the interpolated node. 
The former method guarantees a function that takes the flow variation into account across 
the stencil. However, in 2-D the resulting P polynomial does contain 3rd order 
polynomial terms, requiring 4th order polynomial terms in R. In Chapter 3 
(Implementation and Results), it will be demonstrated that the Taylor Series method, 
using 2nd order terms in P, has the same accuracy as quadratic Lagrangian interpolation, 
even though it only requires 3rd order polynomial terms in R. Reducing the order of the 
polynomial also reduces the computational effort required to solve for the undetermined 
coefficients, which is especially important for 3-D problems. The 1-D, 2-D and 3-D 
Taylor series correction factors are derived in this chapter, and the 2-D quadratic 
Lagrangian quadratic correction factors are derived in Appendix C. 
Proceeding with the general process used to determine the correction coefficients, 
it is necessary to substitute the assumed form of the particular solution into the PDE, and 
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collect like derivative terms of the R polynomial. The derivatives of the particular 
solution are of the form: 
4,1 = c,:& -lqirl 
1 C 1r,(R,1 - iqJ{)e -iqtrJ 4>,, = (43) 
1 4>,u = ct,(R,IJ - ;q~ 1 - iq~, _ q>ll~e -ltitr, 
1 (R, 2· Jl !R> -iqtr, 4>,u = Ck ti - lq •t - q . e 
Expanding this in 3-0: 
4>' = c,:&-iqirl 
I Ci(R.z - iqcl()e -iqr, cl>,x = 
1 c (R, - iq R)e -;qr, cl>,y = J: y J:y 
I ct,(R,z - iqt.l()e -;qtr, cl>,z = 
I C1;(R.ry - iqtfi,y - iq~z - q1czqJ:/l)e -iq,r, 4>,ry = 
(44) 
I (R, . J. . ,ll. ~ -iq,r, 4>,zi = ck zi - iq •z - iq z - qkzq e 
4>~ = C1;(R,Yt - iq~z - iq,a/l.y - qkyq~Oe -iq,r, 
I C1r,(R,:a - 2iqaR.z - q;){)e -iqirl 4>,a = 
4>~ = cJ:(R.yy - 2iq~ - qiyR)e -1qtr, 
I 4>,zz = 2 -· c1(R,u. - 2iq,afl.z - q;,R)e '9tr, 
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Restate the constant-coefficient left hand side of the PDE as: 
(45) 
To assist in solving the system of undetennined coefficients, substitute the assumed 
particular solution into the PDE, cancel the eke ·iftr, tenns and collect like tenns of R: 
R R,~ R,;r;z R.xy R.., R.yy R,~ R,:rt R,z R,u 
Acl>I A 
Bel>! -iqJJ B 
cci,.!r 2 -qaC -2iqaC C 
D4>~ -qaqt/) -iqJ) D -iq~ 
Eel>; -iqk'YE E (46) 
Fcl>~ 
2 -q;;; -2iq1cyF F 
Gel>~ -qaqkr.G -iq1rz.G G -iqaG 
1 
Hcl>-,z -q1cyqkr.H -iq;)I H -iq1cyH 
l 14>,z -iq,j I 
1 
J4>,zz -q!J -2iq~ J 
The terms in the first column sum to zero, as these coefficients represent the 
homogeneous solution being substituted into the PDE. Summing the columns, 
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1-D 
alR,x = (B - i2qhC 


















This chart is useful for determining the coefficients required in solving for R's 
undetennined coefficients in 1, 2 and 3-D. 
In the 1-D case, choose P = p1x + p2x
2
, as would be required using either quadratic 
Lagrangian interpolation or a 2nd order Taylor series. Correspondingly, choose R = [r1x, 
a1R," = a1[1, 2x, 3x2) • r 




4i O Jr•] ~ (constant row) 
O 2a
1 
~ r2 = 1 (x row) 




This system of equations can be solved for F. This information is then used by 
computing the second order terms and adding them to the first order terms: 
(50) 
4> = 4>0 + e4>1 
(51) 
= (1 + e[x, x2, x3] • f(,qu))c1e -if.,x, 
This corrected function (notably not the free field Green's function) is then used 
to compute the discretization. 
In two dimensions, again assume that P will represent a 2nd order Taylor's series 
expansion of the varying flow field parameters: 
(52) 
Choose R to be of the form: 
(53) 
Talcing the spatial derivatives of R, 
(54) 
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a2R,ia = [2, 0, 6x, 2y, 0, O] · F (55) 
(56) 
a4R,» = [O, 2, 0, 0, 2x, 6y] · F (57) 
a.,R,JCY = [O, 0, 0, 2x, 2y, O] · F (58) 
Forming a linear system, relating common polynomial terms, 
2az 2a. 
2al 6az 2a, 2a4 rl 0 
r2 P1 
~ 2a2 2a., 6a4 r3 P2 (59) = 





The resulting solution for R can then be used to modify the discretization function as in 
equation 51. 
The 3-D quadratic Lagrangian interpolation method requires 7th order polynomial 
terms in R, making using this method computationally prohibitive. Instead, the 2nd order 
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Taylor series only requires 3rd order polynomial terms. One set of terms that yields a 
linearly independent set of equations for all direction vectors (Clki) is: 
R( ) _ -.1 2 2 2 x,y,z.q"' - r .._x , y , z , 
32..2 2 232 23) 
X ' X y, X z, xy ' xyz, xz , y ' y z, yz , z 
The system of equations to solve for f is: 
~ 2a .. 2a6 rl 
2al 00:i 2a, ia. 2a .. ~ 2a6 r2 
2a3 ~ 2a, °' 
6a4 ~ 2a6 
r3 
r .. 
2a, 2a2 a., ia. 2a .. 2a9 6a6 r, 
3a 1 a, as r6 
r1 = 
2al ~ a, r, 
2al a3 2a, r9 
al a, a, r10 
rll 
al ~ 2a, rll 
al a, 3a5 ru 
(60) 
0 (constant row) 
1 (x row) 
2 (y row) 
3 (t row) (61) 
p4 (x
2 row) 
5 (.xy row) 
p6 (xz row) 
7 (y
2 row) 
1 (yt row) 
p9 (t
2 row) 
Note that this system of equations is under-constrained; there are 13 unknowns 
( r) and only 10 equations. If any of the f terms are removed, the system of equations 
will not be linearly independent for certain direction vectors, as some of the a; parameters 
are functions of 'lki· We can resort to SVD to determine the least-norm least-squares f, 
or we can impose three artificial constraints to create a unique solution for f. The 
implementation of this 3-D formulation is a part of ongoing research. 
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CHAPTER 3 
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
The criteria defining the success of the Green's function correction factors for 
inhomogeneous media is whether or not any improvement in accuracy over previous 
methods can be demonstrated, and if so, how much extra effort is required to compute 
the correction factors. 
3.1. Description of Tests Performed 
Several test cases have been examined to determine how well these correction 
factors improve GFD's accuracy in computational domains with inhomogeneous media. 
To simplify the analysis, only the frequency parameter (K2) 1 is varied across the 
computational domain. Variations due to the Mach number appear in the right hand side 
of equation 40 as directionally dependent variations in the frequency: 
(62) 
Examining the variation in (K 2) 1 should be sufficient to analyze the methods' accuracies. 
Varying (K 2) 1 is analogous to allowing the speed of sound (c) or the temperature to vary 
across the computational stencil. 
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Two different kinds of meshes are used in the evaluation: a 1-0 eleven node 
mesh and a 2-D 15xl5 node mesh. In 1-0, the square of the reduced frequency is varied 
linearly, while in 2-D, a Bessel function "bump" in the square of the frequency is centered 
in the middle of the domain. Both the 1-0 and 2-D cases assume an incoming plane 
wave as one boundary condition, and allow the wave to interact with the inhomogeneity. 
The scattered wave is allowed to radiate from the computational domain in all directions. 
It should be noted that the acoustic medium is assumed to be homogeneous at all the 
boundaries. 
3.2. Explanation of Error Plots 
The accuracy of the method is determined by comparing the computed solution 
for the acoustic potential ( t) with a numerically computed "pseudo-exact" solution. The 
pseudo-exact solutions are computed on a denser mesh using the Fredholm integral 
formulation in 1-0 (lOOx denser mesh), and the 2nd order Taylor series perturbation 
expansion in 2-D ( !Ox denser mesh in each dimension). 
The acoustic potential is a complex number, and can be expressed as re;e. To 
determine the accuracy of the amplitude, r, the error is computed as: 
(63) 
Similarly, the error in the phase (6) is computed as 
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To simulate varying the mesh density, the reduced frequency parameter k ( = c.> Uc) 
is normalized by setting the length parameter equal to the mesh spacing, and the reduced 
frequency is then varied from near O to 1t/,/2. The effective limit of GFD occurs at the 
resonant frequency of a stencil, in this case at 1t/,/2. For each frequency, the amplitude 
and phase error are computed. The error is then plotted on a log scale versus the 
frequency. A log scale is needed on they axis as the errors vary by orders of magnitude 
over the frequency range. 
3.3. 1-D Linearly Varying Reduced Frequency Cases 
The computational domain and the corresponding variation in the reduced 
frequency are presented in figure 3. The frequency is linearly increased using a 
perturbation parameter H (k2 = A;(l + Hx) ), and in the computations H is set to 0.0 l, 









0 2 4 6 8 10 
X 
Figure 3. 1-D Computational mesh and frequency distribution 
The Fredholm integral is analytically integrated, and takes into account the 
discontinuity in the derivative at x=l and x=9. The homogeneous solutions to the 1-D 
Helmholtz equation are left and right traveling plane waves: 
G a(x,xJ = e -tk<.r - ~ 
GL(x,xJ = eik!..r -~ 
Similarly, the free field Green's function is 
(65) 
(66) 
For each stencil, the volume integral is separated into two portions to account for the left 
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and right running waves. The square of the reduced frequency is given to be piecewise 





Gi(:x1~) + f G(xrr)axoGi<x1~JdVo + f G(xr)JboGL(xk~~Vo, Vu = 1 
(69) 
~ ~ 
ix 1~) + f G(xr,;x)aioG11.(x1~~V 0 + f G(x0~)f>x0Gj..xl~<)t!V0, V,u • -1 
Both integrals are analytically computed and used as the correction factors for the 
Fredholm integral cases presented in this section. The second order perturbation 
expansion cases include a 1st and 2nd order Taylor series expansion, and a quadratic 
Lagrangian interpolation of the field (the latter two presented in section 2.3). 
As figures 4-6 demonstrate, the 2nd order Taylor series and the Fredholm integral 
corrections significantly improve the accuracy of GFD for inhomogeneous media. Much 
of the error in the 1st order Taylor series and the quadratic Lagrangian cases, and to some 
extent the 2nd order Taylor series, is due to the discontinuity in the variation of the 
frequency near the boundary. 
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Figure 5. 1-D Method comparison, H = 0.1 
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Figure 6. 1-D Method comparison, H = 1.0 
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Examination of figures 7a and 7b reveals that as the size of the perturbation is 
decreased, the correction factors become proportionately more accurate. This is to be 
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Figure 7. 1-D Method comparison for varying values of H 
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3.4. 2-D Bessel Function "Bump" Reduced Frequency Cases 
The computational domain, a circular inhomogeneous region and an incoming 
plane wave, are presented in figure 8. The square of the reduced frequency in the 
inhomogeneous media region follows the shape of a non-singular Bessel function: 
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The function• s parameters are as follows: 
Ro: radius of circular inhomogeneous region 
cx, cy: center of inhomogeneous region 
a: 1st zero of J1 
H: a parameter that varies the height of the "bump" 
(70) 
The Fredholm integral is numerically integrated by dividing the stencil into smaller 
squares and summing the functional values over the areas. To simplify matters, the 
homogenous solution is chosen as the Bessel function J0(kr), which Engels
1 has proven 
to be an optional choice for a 's located close to the computational stencil. 
The particular solution is computed using both 1st and 2nd order Taylor series (the 
latter presented in section 2.3), and a quadratic Lagrangian polynomial (see Appendix C). 
The computational effort to compute the particular solution for the Taylor series is 
significantly smaller than that required for quadratic Lagrangian interpolation. 
Figures 9-11 demonstrate slightly different results in comparison to the 1-D cases. 
As the field variation is a "bump", second order variation in the field exists, as might be 
1UTSI Engineering Science professor 
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Figure 8b. 2-D Computational mesh and inhomogeneous media region 
expected in a real flow field situation. This makes the 1st order Taylor series incapable 
of accurately correcting the Green's function, and increases the average error results and 
the maximum phase errors. The Fredholm integral method's accuracy is greatly affected 
by the size of the perturbation (H), and decreases in accuracy from a perturbation with 
H=0.01 (figure 9a) to a perturbation with H=l (figure Ila). In contrast, in 2-D the 2nd 
order Taylor series and quadratic Lagrangian interpolation methods remain relatively 
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Green's Function Discretization has made computationally conceivable fully 3-D 
frequency domain numerical acoustic computations. First order extensions of GFD to 
inhomogeneous media have demonstrated a great potential for solving a larger range of 
real world problems. This dissertation goes one step further, by deriving and 
demonstrating two second order extensions to increase GFD's accuracy when an 
inhomogeneous medium is present. Mesh sparseness is the key to making multi-
dimensional acoustics problems tractable, and these methods help GFD maintain both its 
accuracy and its sparseness characteristics. The necessity of the methods presented is 
detennined by both the frequency and steady flow field of interest. 
In the course of this investigation, the methods developed for extending GFD to 
approximate the effects of a second order steady flow field improve both the computed 
maximum and average amplitude errors in 1-D and 2-D. It was noted that when 
imparting infonnation concerning inhomogeneous media to a local stencil, only 
inhomogeneities within stencil bounds needed to be taken into account. Information from 
outside the local stencil does not need to be included in the GFD process, which greatly 
simplifies the computational effort required to compute the discretization. 
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Several observations need to be made concerning the methods examined. It was 
found for the perturbation expansion method, a first order Taylor series perturbation 
expansion is not sufficient to account for general variations in the media, whereas a 
second order Taylor series perturbation expansion yielded excellent results in both one 
and two dimensions. Also, in terms of computational cost, since the 2nd order Taylor 
series perturbation expansion is equivalent in accuracy to the quadratic Lagrangian 
interpolation perturbation expansion, the extra computational work required to compute 
the Lagrangian correction terms cannot justified. The Fredholm integral formulation, 
while more accurate than the particular solution formulation for abrupt changes in the 
media, requires the evaluation of an integral for each stencil node and single layer 
potential source strength combination, making the second order Taylor series perturbation 




Further work needs to be conducted to evaluate and extend both the Green's 
Function Discretization and the correction methods presented in this dissertation. GFD 
was initially applied to Helmholtz's equation in an attempt to shorten computation times, 
and it should be applied to other PDEs to see if they can be evaluated with greater 
accuracy or speed. Also, new means of computing GFD's single layer potential (a) need 
to be determined and evaluated. The least-norm least-squares solution found by singular 
value decomposition yields a unique solution, but it is not the only means to detennine 
o . To extend GFD even further, it should to be applied in the time domain to solve 
general wave problems. 
The inhomogeneous media correction methods need to be evaluated for 3-D 
problems, as this is the area in which GFD will make its maximum impact. Finally, the 
Fredholm integral method needs to be further extended via a transformation that will 
account for the first order flow variation in the singular Green's function found in the 
Fredholm integral, so that first order variations in the media can be accounted for exactly. 
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THE ACOUSTIC VELOCITY POTENTIAL EQUATION 
(AVPE) WITH ISENTROPIC AND IRROTATIONAL 
STEADY FLOW 
This appendix derives the acoustic velocity potential equation, a perturbation 
expansion of the basic equations of fluid mechanics. It is a completely worked out 
derivation, formulated previously in [ 11 ]. A subscript of O defines a parameter as a 
steady state variable, while a subscript of I indicates a perturbation size time dependent 
quantity. 
Euler Equations (no viscosity) 
Continuity ( p is the density, v is the velocity vector): 




Momentum (p is the pressure): 
Energy (s is the entropy): 
Perturb the parameters accordingly: 
Dv p- = -Vp 
di 









Substitute the steady and perturbation variables into the EOM, and factor out the steady 






(Po + P ,) dt = -V(po + P,) 
<Po • P,{ :, • <•o • v,)·VC•o • •,>] . -V(po • P,) 




+ Pofo·Wo + P1Vo·Wo + Po(vo·W1 + v1·Wo) = -V(po + P,) 
ct 
(A-9) 
Since v0 ·Vs0 = 0, either the velocity vector is always perpendicular to the gradient of the 
60 
entropy, the velocity vector is zero, or the entropy is constant. We cannot guarantee the 
relation between the velocity vector and the entropy, nor is the velocity vector always 
zero, so the steady entropy must be constant (homentropic). The unsteady entropy 




The unsteady entropy is thus uncoupled from the other unsteady variables and can be 
solved for separately. 
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Reiterating, the steady equations are: 
The unsteady equations are: 














- - - --- + - O \ 0 I D
01P1 l s1 DoPo [P1 _ Pof I f-v + VJp v) = o 
Dt c: c, Dt cJ c, 
Do[P~] - ~vo·Vpo + [P~ - P;1 lv-vo + V'(pov,) ., 0 
Dt co c, c0 , j 
vo·Vpo = -poV-vo 
Do1P~l + p~V-vo + V'(pov,) • 0 





., l -1-[Vp P,_ w] - -ii. ·W = + zVO. 0 
Dt C O 0 Po 
1 
p Co 










cl> is the acoustic velocity potential, while w is the perturbed vorticity vector. 
D0[vc1> + w + 2v 0] + [vc1> + w + 2v 0 - ~v0]•w0 = _J Pi) 
Dt 2cP 2cP cP ·l Po 
Do[Vcf> + w] + 2v 0·W0 + [vc1> + w - 2v 0]-w0 = _J Pi) (A-24) Dt 2cP 2cP ·l Po 




If the steady flow is irrotational, W0 is symmetric: 
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1: . v,-v4>] • v41-w0 - w,-v4> = -, ::) 
, ~;] • V4>-W0 - w,-V4>=-i ::)
Dt 
The arbitrary function of time is absorbed into phi: 
Furthermore, substituting back into equation 19 (note that this is a different vorticity 
without entropy term): 
If we ignore vorticity altogether: 
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Do[ 1 Docl>l 1 --- -- + -V'(p 0(V4> + w)) = 0 Dt c; Dt Po 
(A-29) 
D0[ 1 D0cl>l 1 · - -- - -V·(p Vcl>) = 0 
Dt 2 Dt p 0 Co 0 
(A-30) 






2 - - - ik--k "' + ikM. ·V~ + iM "'·'ilk + ikM. ·V~ - -"'M ·Ve 'I' 0 'I' O'I' 0 'I' C 'I' 0 0 
0 
Note: 





[-k' + ;M.-( Vk - :. v,. lr • ~;kM. • M.-vM.]·V4> = V'4> - MoW<l>·fA-36) 
V'4> • k24> = iMo[Vk - :.v,0r • ~ikM0 • MoVM0]·V4> + MoW4>·M0 
Note: 




THE NTH ORDER ACOUSTIC VELOCITY 
POTENTIAL PERTURBATION EQUATION 
This Appendix follows the perturbation analysis of [7], and is included for the benefit of 
the reader. 
Set the Helmholtz equation in the form 
(B-1) 
Aij, Bj, and C are spatially varying parameters. To separate the non-constant coefficient 
PDE into a constant coefficient PDE with forcing functions, perturb the acoustic potential 
and the coefficient values. A0, B0 and C° are defined at the stencil's computed node, and 
A 1, B I and C1 will be the variation from the constant terms: 
Substitute these quantities into the non-constant coefficient Helmholtz Equation (I): 
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0 1 Bi(x,y) = B, (x0,yo) + tB; (x,y) 
C(x,y) = C0(xo,Yo) + tC 1(x,y) 
(A: + eAt)(4>0 + t4>1\, + (B,0 + eB/)(4>0 + e4>1), 1 
+ (Co + tC1)(4'0 + t4'1) = / 
Collect like terms of t : 






THE PARTICULAR SOLUTION TO 
2-D QUADRATIC LAGRANGIAN 
INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS 
This Appendix demonstrates how when a 2-D quadratic Lagrangian function is 
used to model the second order perturbations in the flow properties to the acoustics, a 
particular solution can be formed. The function P is thus chosen to be: 
(C-1) 
P(x,y) = Po + Pix + P2Y + Pr 2 + p4xy + PsY2 + Pt;X2Y + P,:tY2 + p,.x2y2 
The R polynomial to be used must be chosen; it will be expressed using ri coefficients: 
R(x,y) = r0 + r 1x + ''Jl + ••. = [l,.x,y, ... )·f (C-2) 
Three rules will be employed to assist in finding a combination of terms that will yield 
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a potentially invertible system of equations to solve for the particular solution's 





The R terms' derivatives must contain the set of P terms. The 
homogeneous PDE's exponential solution is of the same as form as the 
forcing function's exponential term, so the particular solution must contain 
polynomial terms that are one order higher that the highest forcing 
function polynomial. 
The number of r coefficients equals the number of R's unique polynomial 
derivative terms, to avoid singular matrices when solving for the 
undetermined coefficients. 
Every polynomial term (including derivatives) must be repeated at least 
once if it does not have a corresponding P polynomial term. 
The resulting system of equations to determine R's coefficients may or 
may not yield a solution for all plane wave directions. To ensure that the 
matrix is invertible in all circumstances, choose a plane wave's direction 
vector to parallel the x axis, set a7 = 0, and compute the determinant. 
The highest order term of Pis the x2y2 term, a fourth order term. Rule #1 dictates that 
the highest order terms of R must be fifth order terms. Also from Rule #1, the 
derivatives of R must include the set: 
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[ 2 2 2 2 2 21 X, y, X , xy, y , X y, xy , X y (C-3) 
To determine which polynomial tenns to include, examine the following list of potential 
terms and their derivatives to include. Combinations of the derivative terms are the only 
ones that can be considered to match with the forcing function terms, because the non-
derivative terms sum to zero: 



























:r y ;r2 xy 
:r y xy y2 
y 
;r2 xy 









.x' :r2y .x• .x'y 
x, .x2y xy2 .x3y x2y2 
.x2y ;iry2 y' :r2y2 xy' 
xy2 y' :ry, y• 
y' y• 
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From rule #3, all six tenns from the fifth order set (16-21) must be included in the set 
of R terms. These yield nine unique derivative terms, each of which is repeated within 
the set. The derivatives also cover 3 terms of P (rule #1 ). There is some freedom in the 
selection of the rest of the R tenns. 
Now rule #2 must be applied. It is necessary to find a set of R polynomial terms which 




[4,6,7-10, 12-14, 16-21] 
The only set that satisfies rule #4 is [4,6,7,10-21]. This is a set of 15 polynomial terms 
that have 15 unique derivatives, each of which is repeated at least once for non-P 
polynomial tenns (actually, each term is repeated even if it appears in P). 
The chosen form of R and its derivatives: 
R(x y)· [x2 y2 x3 y3 x4 x3y x2y2 xy3 y4 ,. ','''' , , , (C-5) 
(C-6) 
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R,:a(x,y): [2, 0, 6x, 0, 12x2, 6xy, 2y2, 0, 0, 
20x3, 12x2y, 6xy2, 2y3, 0, o) 
R,yCx,y): [o, 2y, o, 3y2, o, x 3, 2x2y, 3xy2, 4y3, 
0, x4, 2x3y, 3x2y2, 4xy3, 5y4] 
R.yyCx,y): [o, 2, 0, 6y, 0, 0, 2x2, 6xy, 12y2, 
0, 0, 2x3, 6x2y, 12xy2, 20y3) 
R.,:yCx,y): [o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3x2, 4xy, 3y2, 0, 





A system of equations can be established by associating like R polynomial tenns by row 
in their R vector location with the corresponding P polynomial tenn on the right hand 
side: 
Once f is solved for, the R function is known and can be used to modify the 




2a3 6a4 '1 
0 
3a1 1~ 3a., 2a,. '2 ,, 
6a, 4a, 6a,. '• 
3a3 ~ 3a., 12a4 ,, 
4al a, 2~ 4a., 2a,. '• ,, (C-11) 
3al 2a, 1~ 6a, 6a,. '• 
2al 3a, 6oz 6a, 12a,. 
,,, 
4a, 2ai 4a, :zoo. 
'10 
01 '11 
5a1 a, '12 
4a1 2a, 
,,, 
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